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Honeyridge Baptist Church
#21b – Romans 13:8-14
Gospel Transformed Relationships
Introduction
We started Romans 12 a few weeks ago, and we have been
considering each time together how the Gospel changes everything in
our lives as Christians.
We saw firstly how the Gospel changes everything in regard to our
Private Relationships…
•
•
•

our relationship to ourselves (12:3-8)
our relationship to fellow believers (12:9-13)
our relationship to our enemies (12:14-21)

Then last week we moved into Chapter 13 to see how the Gospel
changes everything in regards to our Public Relationships…
•
•

our relationship to the Government (13:1-7)
our relationship to our City / Community (13:8-10)

So last week we saw that God’s word calls us to see the government,
and all those in authority over us, in a totally new light because of our
new relationship to God in Christ.
Because we have been redeemed by Jesus Christ, and we are now
new creations in Christ, and because we are being transformed by the
renewing of our minds by the Spirit of God through his word… we
now live in an entirely new relationship to the Governing Authorities.
As Christians, we now see our Government as those who are
ministers of God… Servants of God… who exist by God’s
appointment… under God’s delegated authority… in order to serve
God’s purposes for good in our lives.
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We also saw however last week, that the Governments authority over
us is to be obeyed only in so far as they act in accordance with the
mandate of God’s ultimate authority over all he has made – and so
that introduced us to the issue of how far our submission and
obedience should go – and we saw that when the Government
requires submission to regulations which violate God’s Laws and
principles, then we are bound to respectfully disobey the Government
in order to always obey God rather than man (Acts 5:29).
And so last week I gave various examples of what that looked like in
the bible (Hebrew Midwives, Daniel, His 3 friends, Apostles etc)… but
this week we don’t need to look outside of our own country for
examples… for our Government passed a law this week which has
now made the biblical discipline of our children in the context of a
loving Christian home unconstitutional, and thus illegal.
If effect, our highest court has ruled that a disobedient child has more
rights than a loving parent, and has forbidden us as parents to use
spanking as a means to correct and instruct our children according to
God’s wisdom.
So while we acknowledge that our Government is seeking to do a
good thing to protect children from physical abuse in the home – and
this is certainly something we as Christians appreciate and support, it
has gone further than God’s mandate allows in taking away from
loving parents a responsibility which God has given to us in terms of
the discipline of our children.
So this ruling is not only going to challenge us as Christians going
forward, to see whose authority we really submit to in the raising of
our children, but it is also going to introduce a new era of challenge
for our children, to see if their submission is ultimately to God or not.
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So we will come back to this topic in the future, perhaps on a family
Friday evening or in a future sermon, to help us think through this
both biblically and practically, as well as some other potentially
looming flash points where our obedience to God is going to put us at
odds with our government, and how we are to navigate this as
Christians in South Africa to faithfully honour God in our country.
But let’s move on now, to see what else Paul has got to say to us
about how the Gospel changes everything, particularly in relationship
to our Public life, and so in the second place (continuing from last
week)… we see that the Gospel transforms:
2. Our relationship to the Community / our City (vs 8-10)
Now, vs 8 links to the previous section with this idea of Paying what is
owed… where in vs 7 he has called us to Pay what is owed to those
who rule over us… both financially and in terms of honour and
respect…
And now Paul keeps that idea going… as he speaks to us as believers
about how the Gospel transforms our relationships to those in society
around us… to those in our community…
What Paul says here really ties back to what we looked at a few weeks
ago in Chapter 12:9-21 … where he called us to Let our love be
Genuine… and then fleshed out what that genuine love looks like…
not only in the context of the church… but even towards our enemies.
Now he says…
Romans 13:8–10 (ESV) — 8 Owe no one anything, except to
love each other, for the one who loves another has fulfilled the
law. 9 For the commandments, “You shall not commit
adultery, You shall not murder, You shall not steal, You shall
not covet,” and any other commandment, are summed up in
this word:
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“You shall love your neighbor as yourself.” 10 Love does no
wrong to a neighbor; therefore love is the fulfilling of the law.
So - the Gospel not only totally transforms our attitude to the State…
to those people who rule over us… but it totally transforms our
attitude to Society… to those people who live around us.
Now, lets just unpack these verses a little, and correct some
misunderstanding which some people have about these verses…
Firstly, Paul says.. “Owe no one anything” (ESV)… or “Let no debt
remain outstanding” (NIV)…
Now, from this – some Christians have concluded that we are never to
borrow anything from anyone… and so that means you cannot have a
Mortgage Bond… you cannot buy a car on HP… and you cannot have a
credit card.
I don’t want to get sidetracked on this point today, but just to say
briefly that what is being argued here is not a blanket prohibition
against lending, but rather a lending which goes beyond your ability to
pay back what you owe.
So if you take out a bond for 1 Million rand, and your payment is R10
000 per month, then according to the terms of that legal contract with
the bank, you owe them R10 000 on the 1st of every month, and you
are to ensure that your debt is paid on time, and in full.
The danger of our culture however, is that credit is being sold to us at
a rate which most people cannot afford to pay back… and the fuel of
this credit machine is the sin of greed and instant gratification.
One of the first Credit Card’s to be introduced in the United Kingdom
in 1972 was called the “Access” Card… and their advertising slogan
went like this… “Access – it takes the Waiting out of Wanting!”
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It’s not surprising that Access was Purchased by Mastercard in 1996
who effectively continue the exact same message through their
“Priceless” advertising campaign… "There are some things money
can't buy. For everything else, there's Mastercard." Where effectively
the message is that you are able to purchase “Priceless” memories…
or “Priceless” moments in life… through spending money you don’t
have!
So the Biblical principle throughout God’s word for us as Gospel
Transformed people is never to place yourself in a position of debt
which you cannot repay, but to live in such a way that a spirit of
contentment is what characterizes your standard of living and your
approach to life… so that you will not be overcome by envy and greed
and impatience… and in the end become enslaved to those to whom
you have effectively sold your soul.
Not allowing the world to “squeeze us into its mould” in this area of
finances… is to always live within the means which God has allocated
to us, and to be transformed in our spending patterns by the renewal
of our minds regarding all things material.
Now, with that point clearly established, Paul goes on to say that
there is however, one debt which we will never be able to settle… and
that is the debt we owe to love each other!
If ever there was a true test of your understanding of the Gospel…
ever a test of your true conversion… it is this… “Are you so indebted
to God for his love for you in Jesus Christ, that you recognize the
unpayable debt of love you have for your neighbour?”
We saw this principle of love in Chapter 12 being applied to those in
the church, and then to those who are our enemies… and the
emphasis in those verses was on our personal relationships to
believers and unbelievers alike… but now Paul expands this … based
on the teaching of Jesus…
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…to extend this spirit of genuine, authentic love to all those who are
in our community… People who we may have no personal relationship
with, and yet people who form part of our neighbourhood… our office
workplace… our school or university class… our parking lots and
robots… and indeed our whole city.
God is calling us to see that the Gospel so transforms us, that we now
live in an entirely new relationship to the City where God has placed
us… and we are to love the people around us with a love debt to God
which will never be exhausted to others…
We saw this last time in Jeremiah 29… that God’s desire for his people
in Babylon was to become active members of their City… and to
actively pursue and pray for the blessing of the Lord on the
community and the city where he had placed them… And God’s
purpose for us in Johannesburg is no different… That we might not
decrease but might increase… in number and influence… that the
kingdom of God in us will be actively lived out - as we love those in
the community around us… with the love we have received from
Christ…. SO THAT… all may be saved and come to a knowledge of the
truth (1 Tim 2:1-4).
The clear teaching of God’s word is that each of us is living exactly
where God wants us in Johannesburg… the leading city on the
Continent of Africa… for the purpose that we will influence our
homes… influence our schools.. influence our companies… influence
our politics… influence our culture… influence our art and music…
influence everything in our city with love of Christ for sinners… so that
they might see Jesus visibly portrayed before their eyes… and might
repent and come to a knowledge of the truth.
God has placed us in Johannesburg to pursue the Peace and
Wellbeing of our city, so that in its thriving… we will thrive.
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So our call here as Christians then – in the context of our public life…
in terms of our participation in our community… in the society around
us… is to love our neighbour… with the zeal and fire of the Holy Spirit
which we considered last time… A Love which enables us to show to
others that genuine gospel love which we have received from Jesus
Christ.
Just in case you might like to question who your neighbour is, Jesus
told very clear parable in Luke 10 called the Parable of the Good
Samaritan, in which he made it clear that everyone is your neighbour!
Now, notice what Paul does in these verses… He shows us how very
practical love is… and how profoundly supernatural love is…
In vs 8 and again in vs 10, he says that Love for your neighbour fulfils
the Law… and then sandwiched in between this call to love our
neighbour is vs 9… which is basically the list of rules that form the
second part of the 10 commandments!... “You shall not commit
adultery, You shall not murder, You shall not steal, You shall not
covet,”
You see, love fulfils the Law because love does no wrong to another…
love only seeks the best for others… and if you want to know what
love looks like… this gospel transformed love for your neighbours… for
your community… for your city… You look to the Law of God in the 10
commandments and any other command which God’s word gives to
us.
Jesus said, “if you love me… you will love your neighbour”… and “If
you love me, you will obey my commands…”
There is no tension in Scripture between the Law of God and Love for
God…
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The Law drives us to Christ for salvation… and then the love of Christ
to us in the Gospel drives us back to the Law to know how we are to
respond in our love for God, and our love for others.
This is why Paul can say that Love fulfils the Law… it does not replace
the Law… because if we genuinely love God… we will keep his law
which is a reflection of his character.
//
So now Paul brings this whole section from 12:3-13:10 to a conclusion
by helping us to see how the Gospel transforms:
3. Our relationship to all things present (vs 11-14)
Last year at Bridget’s Gr 12 prize giving evening, the speaker said the
following… “Today is the oldest you have ever been, and the youngest
you will ever be!” … and her point was to live every day to the
maximum of your potential and the opportunities which have been
given to you.
Well – this is very similar to what Paul is calling us to in these verses…
where he says in vs 11…
Romans 13:11-14 (ESV) — 11 Besides this you know the time,
that the hour has come for you to wake from sleep. For
salvation is nearer to us now than when we first believed.
In other words… every day of your life on this earth is one day closer
to the Lord’s return… one day closer to the day of our final salvation…
and so in the light of that fact… this should change our relationship
not just to our brother and sisters in the church… not just to the
Government or the Community in which we live… but it should
change our relationship to everything in the present.
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You see – the lie of Satan is that this world is everything… that the
present is the only reality which matters… and that tomorrow is just
another day…
But that is completely false…
The truth is that the world to come is everything… and that the things
of this present reality are only of any value and importance - in so far
as they are contributing towards eternity! … and Jesus Christ may
come before tomorrow!
So there is an urgency here in Paul’s tone… as he appeals to us as
Christians to stop wasting our lives on things which ultimately don’t
matter… things which ultimately won’t contribute to the kingdom of
God and the eternal life which awaits us when we die.
And so he says to us… Don’t you know what time it is? It’s time to
wake up from your spiritual slumber… The final salvation of God is
about to dawn.
Twice in these verses – Paul is calling us to consider eternity –
He says in vs 11… Salvation is near… and again in vs 12… The day is at
hand…
Both of these references are to the Day of Jesus Christ… when the
Lord will return to judge the living and the dead… and to bring about
the final salvation of those who believe in him… and the final
judgment of those who don’t.
So at this point I would like to bring up a picture, which I hope will
help us to understand what Paul is saying in these verses…
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There are two ages… or spiritual realms… which we see in Scripture…
The first is “This present Age” and is the Age of Creation, the Fall, Sin
and Death. This is the age into which we are born physically… and this
is the age into which we are born “In Adam” spiritually. This age is
subject to the curse of the fall… is subject to death… and will
eventually pass away on the Day of Judgment.
Then there is “The Age to Come” which is the Eternal Age… it is the
Spiritual realm of God… This age exists outside of time and space…
and yet will one day include both the time, space and all the physical
matter of the New Creation… the New Heavens and the New earth…
You and I are living in what is known as “The Overlap of the Ages”…
The age of the Church and the proclamation of the Gospel…
So change our perspective on this slightly to see that these two ages
exist separately, and yet overlap…
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Now – what we see here is that with the first coming of Jesus Christ…
his incarnation… life, death and resurrection… The “Age to come”
broke into this present age… not fully but in a clear and decisive way…
And so we now living between the first coming of Jesus… and his 2nd
coming… The Day of the Lord… The Day of Judgment in which this
present age will be brought to an end.
The time between the 1st and 2nd coming of Jesus is called “The Last
Days”… and this is the Church Age… the Gospel Age… the age of
Salvation and Gospel proclamation.
So as we look at this picture… We can see that the light of the Age to
Come has broken into the darkness of this present age with the
coming of Jesus… and continues to shine in the world through the
disciples of Jesus who live by the Power of his Holy Spirit.
We are temporary earthly citizens of South Africa in this present age…
but we are also eternal citizens of the Age to Come! We were born
into this present age in Adam… and we were born again from above
into the eternal age of Jesus Christ.
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We have been awarded a new eternal citizenship through the Gospel
of Jesus… and although we physically live in this present age, and still
suffer much of the effects of sin and the curse… nevertheless we also
already live as citizens of this new heavenly, eternal kingdom which
has broken into this current age.
And so coming back to vs 11-14… Paul is calling us… in the light of this
reality… to recognize that we have been redeemed by Jesus Christ
from the life that leads to death and judgment… we have been set
free from the deception of Satan and slavery to his will over our
lives… and we have been given new life… resurrection life… Life which
has been set on fire by the Holy Spirit.. in order to live in the present in the light of eternity.
And this makes all the difference!
And so his appeal is a very practical one in vs 12-13…
Romans 13:12–13 (ESV) — 12 The night is far gone; the day is
at hand. So then let us cast off the works of darkness and put
on the armor of light. 13 Let us walk properly as in the daytime,
not in orgies and drunkenness, not in sexual immorality and
sensuality, not in quarreling and jealousy.
In other words,… let your life now… in this present age… be lived in
the light of that day… lived now in accordance with who we already
are in Christ… and lived in the light of his imminent return.
Put-off all those things which are part of your old sinful ways in
Adam… things which will have no place in the New heavens… they will
be banished entirely forever… Live now as if that day of the Lord had
already come.
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We are already saved… but not yet glorified… we are present in this
world… but citizens of the next… we were born once in Adam… but
have been born again into Christ… so let us then live as citizens of
heaven… and members of the family of the King of glory.
And so he ends this section with one final – very spiritual and yet very
practical appeal…
Romans 13:14 (ESV) — 14 But put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and
make no provision for the flesh, to gratify its desires.
Here Paul is appealing to us to live in such a way as accords with our
identity in Christ.
Let me illustrate it like this … and with this I will close…
When you get invited by the Queen… to attend a royal gala evening…
you know that you are expected to dress a certain way…
So men… you come home from the office… or the factory… or the
classroom… and you take off your normal work clothes… and you take
a shower… and you put on a smart Tuxedo!
Ladies… you stop all your work… in classroom… or the office… or the
kitchen… or the garden… and you take a long bath… and then you get
dressed in a beautiful ball gown.
And as you arrive at the Ball… in your Tuxedo and Ball Gown… you
know that the clothes you are wearing represent the honour and
respect you are showing to the Queen… and with that comes a certain
type of behaviour which is fitting for the occasion… and fitting for the
person in whose presence you will be spending the evening.
Well - that is the picture Paul has in mind here in this final
exhortation to us…
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If you are a Christian today… You have had the dirty, soiled, torn
clothes of your old life in Adam removed… you have been washed
with the forgiveness of Christ’s salvation… and you have been clothed
in the righteousness of Jesus Christ… and so now we are being called
to live in accordance with Christ… with the fact that we have been
adopted into the family of the King.
Listen to how Isaiah explains this…
Isaiah 61:10 (ESV) — 10 I will greatly rejoice in the LORD; my
soul shall exult in my God, for he has clothed me with the
garments of salvation; he has covered me with the robe of
righteousness, as a bridegroom decks himself like a priest with
a beautiful headdress, and as a bride adorns herself with her
jewels.
Paul is calling us then… to daily put on Christ… Daily recognize who we
are in Christ… what he accomplished for us… and then to behave in a
manner which is fitting for the King… and we do this by making no
provision for the flesh… to gratify its desires.
This is such a crucial verse to help us understand the process of
Sanctification!
The putting off of the old man… putting to death the desires and the
deeds of the old man in Adam… is done on a daily basis by making no
provision for the flesh… and its desires.
The problem we have in growing in Holiness is not because we don’t
know what we should be doing… or because we are so overcome by
temptation that we are unable to resist it… No… we sin and continue
to fall in our lives… because we have made provision for the flesh…
we have allowed the deception of sin to linger… we have negotiated
with ourselves to minimize the evil of our sin… we have forgotten the
Cross and what our sin cost Jesus… and so we have kept those fleshly
desires alive… instead of putting them to death.
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In that sense… we are no different to the drug addict who stashes
away one final shot… or the alcoholic… who hides away that bottle of
booze for a rainy day…
If we keep the back door to sin open… especially those habitual sins
that once held great power over us… we can be sure we will not win
the battle over that sin in our lives.
So Paul calls us … to wake up from our sleep… and to get ready for
war! To put on the Armor of Light… which you can read all about in
Ephesians 6… We are called daily to keep the Cross of Jesus Christ
always before us… To put on the Lord Jesus Christ daily… so that in
the day of battle… we may be strong in the Lord… and in the strength
of his might.
Ephesians 4:17–24 (ESV) — 17 Now this I say and testify in the Lord,
that you must no longer walk as the Gentiles do, in the futility of their
minds. 18 They are darkened in their understanding, alienated from the
life of God because of the ignorance that is in them, due to their
hardness of heart. 19 They have become callous and have given
themselves up to sensuality, greedy to practice every kind of impurity.
20
But that is not the way you learned Christ!— 21 assuming that you
have heard about him and were taught in him, as the truth is in Jesus,
22
to put off your old self, which belongs to your former manner of life
and is corrupt through deceitful desires, 23 and to be renewed in the
spirit of your minds, 24 and to put on the new self, created after the
likeness of God in true righteousness and holiness.
Amen.
From 2 Corinthians 4:6
May God who said, “Let light shine out of darkness,”… may he shine
in our hearts to give the light of the knowledge of God’s glory in the
face of Jesus Christ.
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